LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- To discuss the value of Real World Evidence when considering rare tumor types in NSCLC
- To explore the importance of creating a Canadian study to collect historic and prospective data on incidence, treatment and outcomes.
- To consider the logistics of creating a Canadian comprehensive registry on rare NSCLC tumors
- To evaluate the eventual utility of such a resource for the various stakeholders.

GEOFFREY LIU, MD, MSc, F.R.C.P.C.
Senior Scientist, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre
Alan B. Brown Chair in Molecular Genomics
Associate Professor, Department of Medicine and Medical Biophysics
University of Toronto, Ontario

“Canadian rare molecular sub-type lung cancer registry. Its promises, realizations and potential applications.”

WEDNESDAY Jan 22, 2020

CHUS Sherbrooke (not a VSPO-affiliated lecture)
12:00 – 13:00
Room X1-S149

Hôpital Charles LeMoyne
12:00 – 13:00
Room HN-106
(lecture by videoconference from CHUS Sherbrooke)

CHUM
17:00 - 18:00
Room D.S4.5030
www.vpsolution.tv/vspo
Problems/Questions: 514-813-4510

THURSDAY Jan 23, 2020

MUHC- GLEN
8:00 - 9:00
Room D02-4250

Jewish General Hospital
12:00 - 13:00
Room H-433 (Pavilion H - 4th Floor)

Refreshments will be served.
To organize a videoconference:
vspo@mcgill.ca